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Unit I

1. An ISP is granted the block 80.70.56.0/21.

The ISP needs to allocated addresses for two

organizations each with the 500 address, two

organizations each with 250 addressing, and

three organizations each with 50 addresses.

(a) Find the number and range of addresses

in the ISP block 7

(b) Find the range of addresses for each

organization and the range of unallocated

addresses. 8

2. (a) Explain IPv4 Header in detail. 10

(b) Explain, which field in IPv6 packet is

responsible for multiplexing and

demultiplexing ? 5

Unit II

3. Write a program to make the TCP server to

receive a request to get server time and send

back the response to TCP client. 15

4. (a) What is the difference between the

Datagram Socket class and the Socket

class in Java ? 7

(b) Write a statement in Java to create

address bound to host with domain name

“some.com” and a client process with

port number 51000 ? 8

Unit III

5. What do you mean by number portability and

how is it implemented ? Why is it required in

today’s scenario ? 15

6. (a) How does GSM network signalling

work ? 7

(b) Explain GPRS functional groups. 8

Unit IV

7. Name and differentiate between the two IP

Security Protocols. Also name the various

services provided by them. 15

8. (a) What is X.509 and where is it used ? 7

(b) Why does IPSec need security

association ? 8
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